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ABSTRACT 

in 1949, W. T. Thompson Beoposed & procedure for 

the solution of an n-seotion column using the matrix ealeu- 

lus. | | | 

| | Since the matrix method was rather long and unfa- 

miliar to most engineers, it was felt that a further investi-. 

gation was warranted in the hope that 2 further development 

of the Thompson method would result in a simplified procedure 

mot involving matrices, thus placing a wrthwhile tool in 

the hands of the practicing structural engineer. 

| From the theoretical point of view, at least, the 

investigation proved successful. However, the resulting 

equations could net be simplified as much as was originally 

hoped whieh meant thet the practical value of the method was 

Limited from the point of view of time required for the solu-« 

tion of a typleal problem. 

In an attempt to eircumvent this difficulty, to 

some degree, a secondary investigation was undertaken. Two 

common types of columns were analyzed in detail and the 

results presented in graphieal form in such a manner that 

the critical design load eould be found, for the coluun types 

investigated, in a matter of minutes. | 

A bibliography of the more important column papers, 

dealing essentially with variable sestion columns, is inelu-



wn Bao 

ded in the thesis to provide a convenient ready reference 

‘source of colum information for future investigators.
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INTRODUCTION - 

The start. or our present theory of elastic eo Lumn 

  

/ action had its beginning a little over. two genturies ago when 

Euler first published his eLlassical column theory. Through | 

the years that followed, additional knowledge of the subject — 

was galned very slowly, since the problem was essentially an 

academic one: however, with the approach of the twentieth 

century, the increasing prevalence of steel in structures 

placed new and insistent demands on the structural engineer 

for better eolumn design, which gave the development of colum 

theory a new impetus. | 

It was natural that the problem of the variable 

section column should arise at an early stage, and although 

  

much time and effort has been expended in an attempt to 

solve the problem, relatively little headway has been made. 

In 1949, W. tT. Thompsoh'Bib1i shed & paper suggest- 

ing the use of matrix methods for the solution of a variable 

section elastie column. Although an excellent paper, it had 

three serious disadvantages. | 

| First, an understanding of the method necessitated 

a knowledge of the matrix ealeulus and such knowledge is not 

possessed by the average practicing engineer. 

Second, the method involved the process of sueces- 

sive matrix multiplications, ordinarily a tedious and time



consuming operation. 

Third, each series of multiplications was based on 

an initial approximation, which was actually 4 guess at the 

eritical column load, A series of such guesses and their 

corresponding set of multiplications, would of course, even-— 

tually lead to the correct solution for critical column load, | 

but the time and effort in most eases would be prohibitive, 

It was felt, however, that further investigation 

along the same line would be well worth while with the hope 

that the matrix method could be replaced by simpler nathenat- 

ieal equations that would yield to quicker and easier solu- 

tions, 

It was with this thought that the present investi- 

gation was begun.



REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Bairstow’) and Stedmen\) presented a method. of suge 

cessive approximations whereby the critical lead of any. sym« 

metrical eclumm of varying eroess section could be found, 

The basic Euler equation 

EI oy, + Py=O 20 (4) 

was written first, then a critical load P was assumed. 

  

Graphs were prepared for the subsequent construction of 

   om ’ ee and y versue x curves, the abscissa being 
ae* dx 

divided into a convenient number of segments (the authors 

mn length). A value of d®y, 

  

suggested ten for a half eoly    

was assumed for the first segment, then plotted and 

mechanically integrated twice over the first segment, for 

Gy and y, the latter being introduced inte (i) te obtain 
ax 

a corrected value of a’y . The cycle was repeated until 3 Tan |    

the desired accuracy was obtained for the first segment. 

(The authors stated that two cycles were ordinarily suf~- 

ficient). ‘The process was continued for each segitent and 

if the resulting plot of dy versus x showed 4 gero value 
ax / 

at the mid-point of the column, then the original asaump« 

tion for critical load was correct, if not, then a new



assumption for ¢ritical load had to be made and the entire 

process repeated until the correct. Lond. was found. 

tortey\?2) aiso suggested a method of successive 

| approximations, ohe which is well known, and merely consists 

of assuming a simple. deflection curve and substituting the 

expression for. deflection in the basic column equation (4) 

te find, upon integration, a new: deflection curve, the exe 

pression for which is ageain substituted in the basie equa- 

tion and the process repeated until the desired accuracy is 

obtained. Morley suggested that this method could probably 

be used to advantage in graphical forn and since the same 

process is discussed in Appendix II no further comment will 

be made here, tiortey ‘4) 1 ster atscussed the method at greater 

Las discussed esse Length. in, a8 recent paper Miesse 

tially the same method, | 

witeken(®°) investigated tapering columns whose 

cross-sections were either square or cirevlar. In each case 

he investigated Linear and & parabolic variation of the side 

or radius of the cress+«section. He found an exact solution 

for the Euler equation (1) for each special case. 

| pinntc(®) studied t two types of variable section 

columns « The first was one whose cross-sectional moment. :; 

of inertia varied in accordance with an exponential law of
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the form 
~ Ht | | 

I, = le (14) 

where I was the maximum momerit of inertia at the middle. 

of the colum and I, was the moment of inertia at any 

point x measured from the mid-point. The length of the 

column was L. Dinnik wrote the governing equation ast 

~ . 

EI e i ytt £ py = | (iid) 

and expressed the 

P = ; . 
(iv) My 

By assiming various values for m he obtained 

solution as £ 

  

a set of K valves which were Listed in tabular form as 

a funetion of - where 1 was taken as the moment of 

inertia at the ends of the column. A similar table was 

set up for fixed-ended columns. Dinnik followed the. 

game procedure for the second case where the moment of 

inertia was varied in accordance with a power law of 

the following forms 
: >) 2 y= tfc) ER" () 

where 2H i | oe . (vs) 

The eritical load was again expressed in the 

form of equation (iv) and solutions were worked out



-ll~ 

for different values of m. The results were tabulated as 

before as K versus 4 for both pinned and fixed-ended columns, 

  

Dinnik\®) later extended this work by investigating a similar 

type of column but whose center portion had a constant 

homent of inertia. | 

The problem of the. stepped solu. was: also investi- 

gated by Dinntk 3) put for a column consisting of only three 

sections and of the type.shown in Fig. 5 of this thesis. A 

comparison of his results and the results found herein is 

included in this thesis. 

Gwinn and iter (7) developed 2. method for solving 

a stepped column consisting of two sections. However, 

although the approach was different, the net result was the 

same as found in this thesis for a two section colum, 

Harris (®) solved the Ruler equation (1) for three 

special cases: (1) for a column with constent Bs (2) con- 

stant oe (3) minimum use of material, 

Turton(®) solved the problem of the eolumn whose 

longitudinal profile tapered parabolically, His method was 

   

a direct solution of the Buler equation (i). 

| Templeton (14) used energy methods to solve the probe 

lem of a golumn tapering from the center. Letting I repre- 

gent the moment of inertia at any station a distance x from



1g. 

the end of the column and letting i, represent the mo~ 

ment of inertia at the ends, his taper was then described 

Be 8 a (vi)    
ast. 

L=sAZB ( 
“Ts 

| ‘Thompson (16) developed a matrix solution for 

the variable section eclumn, His method is discussed 

later in the thesis. | - | 

- TMmoshenko 18) nas compiled a considerable 

“amount of information concerning columns with vary ing 

crossesections. It is interesting to note that he has 

pointed out that the effect of shear on solid columns 

is negligible. (See page 140 of Reference 16). 

| Other notable papers, not available to the 

author, have been included in the Bibliography.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Length of 4b section 

modulus of elasticity of yh section 

(assumed constant) 

moment. of inertia of ath section 

cgordinate at end of th section 

deflection at end of ith section | 

ct 2°) section 

eritical colwm load 

P/E, I, | 

total length of column 

moments at ends of column 

 byhy 

  

£14 ¢ 1 = moment of inertia taper ratio 

Th 

mumber of sections in eolumn 

see page ®£ 

‘see page 26 
gee page &4 

see page 25 

see page 26 

see page 86
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THE INVESTIGATION 

  

| It was the purpose of this thesis to develop 4 

method whereby the oritical load of an elastie column of 

variable ecposs section could be determined with accuracy in 

& reasonable length of time and employing the simplest math 

ematical methods possible. 

Method of Procedure     

Since this thesis was undertaken with the intention 

of using Thompson's 25) method as a starting point, it is 

necessary that a brief cubline of his procedure be included. 

Consider a variable section column. such as shown 

in Figure La and the free body diagram of a typical element, 

Figure lb, 

  

A moment summation on the free body diagram results 

in the following differential equation: 

(1) 

  

‘Thompson wrote the solution for the deflection at 4 in 

terms of quantities at i-«L in the following form: 

Yq Vqer 4 Yqor'(A)sin dyh, # (gy) (Gecos byhy) (2) 

* E,Igby*      

He then differentiated twice for slope and 

moment and obtained:



whe 

  

  
Fic. Ib 

FREE BODY DIAGRAM 
  

    
P Fis. la 

STEPPED GOLUMN



~LG= 

—o¥g' @ vq! cos byhy # (UM Mi} ) sin bib, — ¢8) 

Batahs 

and 

My @ wyyly' Bylyby sin byhy # My_3 cos byhy (4) 

Using equations (2 ), (3), and (4) he then 

wrote the following matrix relation which links the 

  

i*) section with the lel sections | 

(if/by)sin bh, (1/814 by") (Lecos: bghy)Il¥4-3 

eos byhy 1/8424) (sin baby) : 
eB, Iybysin byhy 08 byhy 

  

By using the relation established in equation 

(5) Thompson proceded to link the extreme ends of the 

eolum with the following equations 

  

Then applying the boundary conditions of the 

problem he came to the Following conclusions: | 

For a pin-ended columns | 

Yn * ¥o * 0 and My = My = 6 

hence Ae = Bee ~ 0 | (7) 

nS F 

  

For fixed~end col 

Yn =¥o * 0 and y', = yo! = 0



hence Ais = Ag, 5 0 | a (8) 

| For @ column with end 0 fixed and end n 

pinned or freet 

Fo = Yo! #0 and MH, 20 

The above is en outline of Thompson's method 

and his results. 

| It was decided ‘that an attempt should ° be made 

to develop expressions for the matrix elements A, 4 in | 

the hope that a simplified solution would result, eLreune 

venting matrix multiplication. 

A rather obvious approach was taken: 

Por a one section column Let By, = Ay 

For a two seetion column Let bay * Aggy 

  

Fer a three section column let 643 * Ag ete. where Aa 

represents any element of the square matrix in equation 

(6) and where: | / . \ 

a43 = Aig or Agp for a one section column with pinned 

ends. (Bee equation (7)) 

as 4 co Avg or dog for a one section colwm with fixed 

ends. (See. equation (8)) 

aq, = Ags for a one section column with one end fixed 

and the other end pinned or free. (See equation (9))
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Similarly: 

bay = By» or bg, for a two section column with pinned 

ends. (See equation (7)) 

bys = bys or bg, for a two section column with fixed 

ends. (Bee equation (8)) 

by = bag for a two section column with one end fixed 

and the other end pinned or free. (See equation (9)) 

Similarly with ¢,, for a three section column, ete. 

How considering only pin-ended columns for 

illustration it is seen from equations (5) and (7) 

that the equation for a one section column would bes 

or 

a5, = -B,1,b, sin a, = 0 (10) 

For a column with two sections: 

Multiplying successive matricest 

A (1/bp) sin bghp (1/Rgl gdp”) (1-cos behp) 1 (1/oJstap,m, (1/8, 1b, *) (1-cos yh) 

i (1/m,1,>,) sin bb, 

cos bh 

Q aos beh, (1/Eglgbp)sin beh, o 

Q Bgl gbdysin bghy cos bphy 0 
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# (1/bg)s8in bphy cos byh, ~ (B11, >, /Egighp®) (1-cos bohy)sin b)hy 

[By ~ (BT, b,/ByIobp)sin behy sin b,h, 

Ig cos by hy * B11, cos Dghp Sin byhy 

os bh, ~ B,ti>) cos bghy sin byh, = 0 

&, - BI,b, cos ay sin a, = 0 (11) 

sections: 

| matrix multiplications such as the 

as 

} Mp Cos a + Epipb, cos 8, sin &) COR 8) 

b &p gin a) 

f, I, b,/Egigbg)sin a, sin ag sin a, = 0 (12) 

four sections: 

B ay e058 as eos a) 

DB. te Go8 Ap eos a, 

@ &, sin ag cos a, 

Ree 

  

(1/8,1,b,*) (1-008 b,hy)#(1/B,1,byby)sin bghgsin By 

(1/8, 1,b,) c08 beh, sin bj hy # (1/E,Iyb,) sin beh, 608 b)hy 

~(z,I oPe/B1,>,) ein beh, sin bj hy # cos beh cos bh 

pata 
— 

e') Gi-cos beh,) cos byhy 

 



we ain 

“B, Ib) eos By eos a, cos a, By sin a 

| High ogBalpbg/Bgtgh,) sin ag ‘sin ag sin ap C08 a, 

#(Egigb,8,1)d)/Bglghp) sin ag cos ag sin ag sin a 

A(Bgl gbglyI, by /Bgl pba) Cos 84 Sin ag sin ag Sin ay 

Hal goby 1y>y/Bslads) ain a, ein &g COS Ap sin ay =O (18) 

‘The repeated multiplications were continued for 

five and Six seobion columns resulting Ln expressions for | 

a 0 a : (14) 

fee = 0 | | | : (15) 

Equations 10, ul, ig, 15, 14, and 15,. were then 

Simplified as much as possible and rewritten so that an 

attempt could be made to recognize common characteristics 

such ag consistent similarities. or differences in the terms. 

In other words, 4 besie pattern was sought so that a single 

equation could be written to represent Age regardleas of 

the nutber of sections in the column. 

  

| The same procedure was followed in an effort te 

find a similar pattern for Ang for the solution of the | 

  

fixed-ended column and also for has for a column having. one 

end fixed and the other pinned or free. 

Lt should be mentioned that a detailed description 

of the procedure used in: developing equations 16, 17, and 18,



~R1L— 

is impossible Since it. naturally involved much trial and error 

and some intuitive thought. 

In ceternining the curves of Figure 6 and Pigure 7, 

  

@ large number of columns were worked out whose section | 

lengths were equal (constant hy) and whose monent of inertia 

varied by a constant proportion (constant R). These eolumns 

were of two common types ag shown on the graphs. The eriti- 

cal loads so found were substituted in the Buler equation — 

P = Pe 
   

i, anid an effective moment of inertie computed. Phe ae 

Le 

ratio of effective moment of inertia to the maximum moment 

of inertia, was arbitrarily chosen as a convenient parameter 

and plotted against n, the number of sections 12 the column. 

These curves are shown in Pigure 6 and Figure 7. The maximum 

moment of inertia is of course the largest cross-sections} 

moment of inertia to be found in the colum, Columns with 

five sections or less were solved by equation 16. AlL others 

were solved by using the graphical method described in Appen= 

aix TT, | 

A comparison of the results of the method developed 

herein with the graphical 1 method and the method used by 

Dinnix\®) ie included. |



  

Le The attempts to find basic patterns and single equa= 

tions to represent Ages hogs and Ags regardless of the | 

‘nuaber of sections, were successful in all three cases, 

2. The equation for a pin-ended column having one or 

two sections ist a _ 
- 

>. 
(1/4) 

tan a, = 

L=i 

  

(16) 

  

& The equation for a pin-ended column having an 

number of seetions equal to or greater than three ist 

Bo | a 

> (1/b;) tan ay B= 0 CL 

del | - 

Wheret — 
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   Notes All terms are dropped for which the following rela~- 

tion does not hold true. | 

1 = Ky — Bo A Kg aveeee Hk, = a 

4e The equation for a pin-ended column having an even nut 

ber of seetions. equal to or greater shan four ist 

| n 

| > (1/54) tan ay C=O) G8) 

A=] 

Wherer 

  

    

    

Hotes All terms are ‘dropped for which the following rela- 

tion does not hold true. a | 
Lh. 
hes 

wr Sy oh years . Er TS Ke Kae. | eK ek n 

&. The equation for a ‘fixed-ended eolumn       having one or. two 

Se 

  

otions ist



wat ge hee 

nx , \ . . 

dei | 

6. The equation for a ‘fixed-ended column having ; an odd 

"number of sections equal, to or greater than three ist 

mL 

> (by tana, ¥D =O (9) 
Leu 

Wheres 

  

$e eae ¢ 

  

    

  

  

  

oa 
“Sef ren ten ay ase 

vst = 

“ Moter Au terns are. 5 dropped for which: the following re~- 

    

Lation does not hold true. 

iL Bk < Wo <ky Xeseeee ck, € B 

7. The equabion for a fixed-ended column having an even 

number of sections equal to or greater than four ist



“BE 

  

by tena, A FeO (21) 

Wheres 

k, = L € =e sij rei 

  

  
bd b aoe 

Ks a tan * tan a, o.-tan a, 
a ood. . z EP fl 

  

Notes ALL terms are dropped for which the following re- 

lation does not hold true. 

N ‘ . tte ae SS 
1 ky < Ky CE, ¢ cose o chy bey 

8. The equation for a column fixed at one end and pinned 

or free at the other and naving an oda number of sections 

equal to or greater than three ist 

LAG=O | (22) 
Wheret
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(+1)? 

  
    

   a, tan ae ye atan a a | 

“Ky itp Koy 

Note: All terms are dropped for whieh the following re- 

lation does not. hold true, 

4 Ky < kp Sits < ee < Ky bey 

$. The equation fora cali 

  

omy fixed at ene end and pinned 

or free at the other arid having an even number of sections 

equal te or greater than two ist - | 

LfdnFo |) (23) 
Wheres 

    

  

    

      

5 ~ “ ~ - . - = ee Tien 

  

Nobet All terms are dropped for which the following re~- 

lation does not held true.
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Fic.3. UNSYMMETRIGALLY TAPERED COLUMN WITH R=0.9 

12.27 [7-30 I 
  

  

    
  

  
| 

<—16 —>}<— 22 on 24 —-><— 18 —>4 

: : 80" >       
  

FIG.4, NON-UNIFORMLY VARYING GOLUMN 

  | 2 1, 
Cc j   

  
  

  <——— 33 \/3——>«—__—-33 I73 |. 33 \/3-———_> 

x. 100"         

Fic.5. SYMMETRICALLY TAPERED COLUMN
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12 Gk, <k, KK, g Saree dk, 

, “10. The number of terms in each of equations 16 to 82 ins 

| elusive, will be (8)* “1 | | 

Ee The time required for each approximation using the 

above equations is &, 5(2) 2-4 minutes. | 

es ‘Pour to five. approximations will ordinarily det ermine 

~ critical Load with reasonable accuracy. 

The col 

‘puetieat ushoes deseribed in Appendix it and by the method 

ans of Figures 2, 3, and 4 were solved by the 

  

developed herein, <A comparison of results is presented in 

Pable 1. | | | 

| TABLE 1. - 

COMPARISON of GRAPHICAL METHOD and METHOD 

eee So nae) 

    

   
    

  

    
gous | | rie Baea | 
Pig. 2 dar 

Fige & 2640 

Fig. 4 4040   
  

| % nn) of Figure 5 Was, solved b by ‘Dinntets 

  

14, ‘The colw 

method and by the method developed herein for four dif. 

: ferent moment of inertia ratios, namely R= 0, 5, B * oO, Gy 

  ¥ Bes page ll of thesis
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Re 0.7, and R= 0.8. The results are shown in Table &. 

TABLE 2 

COMPARISON of prmrxs (@uznaop end 

  

  

  

  

  

        

SEE rie. 7 || oRITTOAL TOAD in POUNDS | 

MOMENT of | @) naer 
IERTIA RATIO R |} _DINNIK “THESIS 

0.5. 690 706 

0.8 | 770 278 

O.7 ee 

0.8 890 698   

  

  

15. For columns having more than five sections, the method 

  

outlined. in Appendix II is recommended. 

16. A complete solution (up to ih & 10 and 9 respectively) 

is given in Figure é and Figure 7 for pinned ‘columns with 

eonstant R and h, of the types shown, | | 

 o41% The curves of Figure 6 give an immediate solution for 

“arty pin-ended two~section elastic column of the type shown 

on the graphs . 

mediate solution for 

  

. 18, The curves of Pigure ? give an 4 

any pin-ended symmetrical three-section elastic column of 

  

the type shown on the graph. |



 



 



19. It was found that tor two and three section columns 

with constant hy and whose moment of inertia did not vary 

greatly (R = 0.9) the eritical load could be closely ap-= 

- —proximated by an arithmetic mean of the critical column 

  

leads found by assuming each section as an individual 

column of length L,



OE OE cae 
stone gg i 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

From equation (7) the solution for a pin-ended 

coluan could be expressed as 

As g = 9 or . Age = Q 

4g was developed merely because of the slight 

simplification offered by the seros in the matrices. 

A development of Aig and Ago will show that they 

differ only slightly in original form but when equated to 

 gero they result in identical equations. | 

The same comments hold tor the fixed~ended columns. 

| Equations 16 to 23 inelusive are believed to be 

the simplest forms for these equations although admittedly 

somewhat complicated in application. For this reason Appen= 

dix I has been included and shows the result. of expanding 

equation 17 for a three and five section column and equation 

18 for a four section colin. (See equations £4, 25, and 26). 

Table 3 is included in Appendix I as an added 

simplification. It covers columns having three to eight 

sections inclusive, and is a summary of all subseripts (in 

‘theiy proper order) required for the equation which defines 

the particular problem. It is believed that a better under- 

standing and appreciation of Table 3 will exist if it is 

studied in conjunction with equations 24, 25, and s6.



it is noted from the results that the number of 

terms in equations 17, 18, 20, 21, 28, and 25 will increase 

very rapidly and the time required to work out 2 solution 

soon becomes prohibitive. For example, the equation for a 

‘five section column contains 16 terms and the time required 

for a single approximation is about 40 minutes. Assuming | 

that four successive approximations are necessary then the 

total time required would be 2-8/3 hours. 

| Similarly a six section column would involve 32 

tebns and about 5«1/3 hours of steady work. Hence a five 

section col unin 

  

is considered to be the practical limit for 

a solution by the method developed in this thesis. | 

in applying equations 16 to 23 inclusive much work 

ean be eliminated by making a good first approximation to 

the critical load. It was found thet surprisingly good 

results were obtained by merely tabwlating the critical 

length of L. 

  

eolumm load for each section, assuming @ column 

A careful examination of the tabulated results and the phy é~ 

teal arrangement of the eolunn will ordinarily lead to a 

very good first approximation for P. | 

In order to improve the practicability of the 

method set orth in this thesis, a secondary investigation 

was undertaken. 

Two common types of columns were shosen and a Large    



es oe Fae, Fem 
sem ge as - 

number of typical problems were worked out in each case, It 

was decided that the most efficient method Of presenting the 

results, in generalized form, was through the medium of the 

Euler equation. This resulted in Figure é and Figure Fe 

- Hence, for a given column of either type shown, it 

is o only necessary to pick off the value of moment of inertia 

‘rable corresponding to the known number of sections n and 

‘the taper ratio R. ‘Knowing. the waxcioum moment of inertia, 

the effective moment of inertia is easily found and when 

substituted in the conventional Buler equation gives the 

eritical column lead P. | 

A comparison of the method developed and the graph- 

Leal method deseribed in Appendix IL (see Table 1) showed | 

very good agreement for three completely different columns. 

The results would appear to indicate that the method devel- 

oped here is slightly conservative in somparison with the 

graphical method, however such a conclusion is not depend 

able unless a particularly large number of solutions are 

available. | | 
A comparison with Dinnikts 5) method, (see Table 8) 

for a symmetrical three section column, showed excellent 

agreement with results, checking within about two percent.



CONCLUSIONS 

As has been previously noted, the upper limit for 

the number of sections in a column is considered to be five 

if the column is to be solved by the method investigated 
herein, Any more sections require too much time and effort 

for a solution and a graphical method is then preferable, 

Under these circumstances, the analytical method 

| developed in this. thesis is seriously Limited in its range 

of applicability, nevertheless, there are many instances 

where columns of five sections or less can be found in actual 

structures, and in such cases, the method can be used to ad= 

vantage. | 

in addition, eolumns of the type shown in Figure 6 

and Figure 7 are quite often found in a verliety of structures. 

It is not inconceivable that with this information available, 

columns could be deliberately designed to conform to the 

specific types shown in the graphs in order to seve the time 

: and cost of a Lengthy analysis or test, Sueh a. procedure is 

often practiced by designers. _ | 

A comparison with two other methods showed very 

good agreement, ordinarily within two percent.
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SUMMARY 

| ‘Prom the theoretical point of view, the investiga~ 

‘tion was successful. Equations were found for the solution 

of the pin-ended eolum, the fixed-ended eolumn, and the 

column with one end fixed and the other pinned or. free, 

From the practical point of view, the success of 

the investigation is considered limited sinee the time ree. 

quired to solve columns with tore than five sections is pro- 

hibitive, | | 

Detailed solutions were worked out for two eommon 

types of columns. The results are presented In a convenient 

graphical form and give critical loads, for the types invest~ 

igated, quickly and easily,
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APPENDIX 

BANPLE, RQUARTORE 

Prom (17) the equation for a three seotion pine 

ended column iss 

fy) tan ay # (1/>,). tan ‘2 # (1/b,) tan ag = bp 

| | bb, 

tan a, tan a, ten a, = 0 a | (RA) 

| From (18) the equation for a four section pine 

ended. column iss | 

(i/b,) + tan a, # (1/b9) tan a, # (1/b,) tan ag # E (i/b,) 

tan a, 2 tan ey tan ag ban ag = 2, 

tan a. tan a, ban a tan a, ten a, tana, = b 1 4 4 
   

i tan a, tan. a. tan a, (25) 

oo 

From (17) the equation for a five section pin- 

ended column iss 

(1/b,) a? (1/b,) tan ag 7 £ (1/6), tan ag # (1/4) 

tan a, # (i/bg) ten ag - be tan ay tan Bp 
by bg 

tan a, + Bape tan @, tan ap tan a, ~ bg 
  



tan a, tan a, ~ be 

Paks     
_ tan ag tan a, tan a, 

“bp tana; t tan ag tan ag - ~ _ tan ay tan ag tan a5 

tg PPS 

“bs tan By tan M,. tan ag ~ by ts ary ay tan ag tan ag | 

Debs a tr 

. —s tan fin tan a, tan Bie 4 tan a, 

£9 

ban 8, van ae 

  

ta tan s, tan a, ten a, ben Hy tan. ay 

1°35 
    (28) 

  

Table & gives an ordered arrangement of silbe 

seripts for pin-ended columns having three to eight sec« 

tions. his table should be self-explanatory when studied 

in conjunction with equations 24, 25, and 26.
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TABLE 3 

SUBSCRIPTS FOR B AND GC TERMS FOR PIN-ENDED COLUMN EQUATIONS 
  

  
  

  

  

  

    

    

            
        

  

  

  
    

  

  
    

    

  

  

      
    
      

      
        

« n=8 

n=7 
< n=:6 ———] 

n=5 —- 
pe N= 4 ~> 

N= 3+ 

2 | 2 ~~ | 2 —~ |} 2 _ _ _ ~~ LL _ eo eee 
13 i 1,4 N15 1 16 1,7 18 

SUBSCRIPTS 
3S 38 | 5 38 ~~ ff 3 3 LL _ Ss 3% . _ S 38 LoL -— 
14 2,4 51,5 2,5 16 2,6 (7 27 18 2,8 

FOR |} 4 4 4) 4 4 4 _ 4 4 4 LL 4 4 4 LL | 
115 2,5 35/1 1,6 2,6 3,6 ir 2? 87 18 28 38 
| 

b 2 : : SJ 9 58 5 SO 8 5 5S _ OS 38S 58 5S _ _ 
bb : ! 16 2,6 36 46 7 27 37 47 i8 28 38 48 

| i 

! ! 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 _ 
| Hy i? 2,7 3,7 47 57 i8 28 38 48 £58 

TERMS t | 
! 7 7 7 7 7 7 

| i | 8 28 38 48 58 68 

| 2.4 2,4 > SF 
13,5 1, 3,6 13,7 3,8 

3 25 25  _ 25 25 2 2 Lo Le 285 en 
SUBSGRIPTS 3 3,6 14,6 WT ha? wee Ne 

| — 35 35 26 26 26 _ _ _ 28 26 26 _ _ Se _ _ 
. 14,6 2,46 13,7 14,7 15,7 13,8 148  1,5,8 

_ 38 — 35 — _ | 27 27 27 27 ee _ 
FOR 1,4,7 2,47 13,8 14,8 15,8 16,8 

_ 36 36 36 36 _ _ 365 —  — 38 oe _ 
| 14,7 15,7 247 2,57 1,48 248 

oo. . 48 LL 48 46 36 36 3868 86 
b b | I 190 2 10,7 3, 5,7 1,48 1,5,8 2,4,8 2 0,8 

—_—— 
bbb i _ 37 37 37 3,7 3,7 3,7 8 

i 14,8 15,8 168 248 258 26,8 

| _ _ 46 46 46 
: 5,8 2,5,8 3,5,8 

TERMS | _ 4,7 4,7 47 47 4,7 4,7 

, | 15,8 168 2,58 2,68 358 3,68 

: — BF BB? 
| | 1,6,8 2,6,8 368 46,8 

| ! 2,46. 2,46 - _ - 
SUBSGRIPTS 13,5,7 1,3,5,8 

f 2,47 2.4.7 
FOR vs ” _ _ 

; 1,3,5,8 |,3,6,8 
i 

bbb : 2,5,7 2,5,7 
bbb b : : |,3,6,8 1,4,6, 8 

| | : _ _ 3,57 3,57 
| | i i 1,4,6,8 2.4.6.8           
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For columns with more than five sections, the fol« 

lowing iterative process is recommended: 7 

- fhe bending moment at any point in a column is 

Mos Py where P is the critical Load and y is the deflection 

from the original straignt position, 

Since P = M/y at ig obvious that the trend or shape 

  

of the bending moment and deflection eurves must be identical 

for a correct solution, | 

These curves would be sine waves for constant sec« 

tion eolumms; hence a sine wave should ordinarily be a very. 

good first approximation of the moment curve of a variable 

section column. | 

if the corresponding u/ux curve is now plotted 

(using correct values of I) and integrated twice by any con+ 

wenilent graphical method, the deflection curve will result. 

  

If the bending moments at different: points along the column 

are now divided by the deflections at corresponding points, 

8 series of values for eritical load will result, 

| If these values vary only slightly, a correct solu- 

tion has been obtained, If the variation is great, then 
‘another similar approximation can be made, but is is now
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important to note that the deflection curve (obtained as de« 

seribed above) must more truly represent the true bending 

moment curve than the bending moment curve originally assumed¢ — 

| “hence the deflection curve should be used as the bending mo» 

ent curve for the next approximations 

. It becomes obvious then that this is not a trial 

and error method, but it is an iterative process. | 

It has been found that only three iterations will 

almost always yield a solution within practical limits of 

ancurary | 

The time required for a solutidn will run between 

two and three hours regardless of the number of seations in 

the ¢olumn, The method is of course ideal for tapered 

columns «


